Potted Switches

We’ve just eliminated the chance of corrosion from our switches!

You know what weather can do to connections and terminals over the years. We do too. That’s why inside the switch box and inside the vinyl boot that covers the switch terminals we’re now encapsulating all the terminals and wire connections in sea of epoxy.

Super Insulated - Terminals and wire connections are permanently held in a fixed and solid position so they will never touch or short-circuit.

Corrosion Proof - The epoxy makes sure no moisture will ever reach the connections, whatever the weather. No moisture, no corrosion.

Bottom Line - Less downtime and greater reliability! Our new potted switches stamp out the chance of electrical failure both now and for years to come. And they’re standard equipment on all Anthony Liftgates.

To learn more about our new potted switches and what else we’re doing to make the best liftgates in the industry even better, contact Anthony Customer Service at (815) 842-3383 or by Fax at (815) 844-3612. Also be sure to visit our web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com.